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PRÓIS® HITS BULLSEYE WITH NEW WOMEN’S ARTEMIS COMPETITIVE ARCHERY SHIRT 
 

High Performance Athletic Shirt for the Competitive Archer Who Doesn’t Settle for the Outer Nine Rings 
 

The innovators at Próis® Hunting & Field Apparel have a passion for competition that runs deep in their blood. It’s a big reason 
why they refuse to settle for second best, and why the company is excited to introduce to ladies of the competitive archery 
world Próis’ new for 2014 women’s Artemis Competitive Archery shirt. Made for serious archers, the shirt combines all the 
functionality you need with the style, comfort and performance women have come to expect of Próis.  Put it on, and when they 
say you ‘shoot like a girl’ — take it as a compliment. 
 
When on the line, this shirt will serve you well as it was built by women as passionate about the sport as you are. Like all Próis 
Hunting & Field Apparel, the shirt was created with all the best design features and materials available.  Constructed of a 
polyester-lycra blend, the shirt is lightweight and breathable working to keep you cool, allowing you to keep your focus on that 
bulls-eye. No baggy or bulky archery shirt here, the Artemis Competitive Archery shirt features a sleek and athletic cut 
designed to move with your body as you shoot. 
 
From striking the correct stance and posture to knowing the best bow for your personal size and needs — it’s all in the 
specifics when it comes to archery.  Details matter.  And, for those who are especially competitive like the Próis  
development team, they matter in everything down to what the archer wears, which is why nothing was overlooked when 
creating this shirt.  The design even includes an elasticized pocket in the back — so as not to interfere with your shot — to 
hold miscellaneous items. 
 
Ladies, suit up with the new Women’s Artemis Competitive Archery shirt, available in sizes XS to XL in sporty Red/White or 
Black/White. 
 
Próis was created for women, by women and they are proud to serve as the premier manufacturer of hardcore women’s 
archery and hunting gear.  Próis has also garnered a great following of men and women throughout the industry through their 
wacky shenanigans and humor.  Fondly called the Próis Posse, the Próis followers ramp up the craziness each day. Keep up 
with our lovably wacky team through Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and LinkedIn.  Warning:  Próis social media is not for the 
faint of heart….and “your mom” is not really your mom…it’s a metaphorical mom. 
 

For more information about the all-new Women’s Artemis Competitive Archery shirt from Próis® Hunting & Field Apparel, or to 
learn more about Próisʼ innovative line of serious, high-performance huntwear for real women, contact: Próis Hunting and Field 
Apparel, 28001-B US Highway 50, Gunnison, CO 81230 · (970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.proishunting.com. To check out the 
latest updates on Próis field and pro staff and company news, visit the Próis blog at 
http://www.Próishunting.com/community/index.php.  
 
ʻLike usʼ on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/ Próis -Hunting-Field-Apparel-for-Women/110925409020195?fref=ts 
Follow Próis on Twitter:  http://www.twitter.com/Próishunting. 

 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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